Recently, large amounts of historical texts have been digitized and made accessible to the public. Thanks to this, for the first time, it became possible to analyze evolution of language through the use of automatic approaches. In this paper, we show the results of an exploratory analysis aiming to investigate methods for studying and visualizing changes in word meaning over time. In particular, we propose a framework for exploring semantic change at the lexical level, at the contrastive-pair level, and at the sentiment orientation level. We demonstrate several kinds of NLP approaches that altogether give users deeper understanding of word evolution. We use two diachronic corpora that are currently the largest available historical language corpora. Our results indicate that the task is feasible and satisfactory outcomes can be already achieved by using simple approaches.
time I. Using word representations from distributional semantics
[II], we present algorithms to discover change from diachronic corpora at three different levels: single word (lexical) level, contrastive word-pair level, and sentiment orientation level.
Together they provide the user an informed visualization of semantic evolution for any query word and form basis for inferring conclusions as for the history of the word. Our approach is exhaustive in the sense that we portray a word change in its intermediate stages instead of focusing only on the word's meaning at the time of its origin and at the current time. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our framework based on well-known examples of words that changed meaning over recent time. In order to obtain more comparative evidence we apply our methods on two different, large scale language corpora.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes previous work related to the nascent field of computational etymology. Section 3 introduces our datasets and their preprocessing methods. The main part of the paper is Section 4, which is divided into several subsections, discussing our proposed algorithms for discovering each of the three aforementioned levels of semantic change. These subsections are augmented with case studies of interesting phenomena found by the algorithms. Finally, Sections 5 and 6 provide discussion, conclusions and the outline of future work.
RELATED WORK

1 Language Change
The language is in a constant flux of change. It is being adapted to the changing real world which it is supposed to describe. Another reason driving the change is the continuous process of increasing efficiency of expressions according to the least-effort principle proposed by George Kingsley Zipf [28] . In the context of linguistic communication this rule states that the need for the decrease of the required effort in conversation happens at both the speaker and listener sides.
The current state of the language should be considered as the cumulative outcome of communication occurring within previous generations. Over time new words were either coined or borrowed from other languages [14, 24] . On the other hand many existing words were subject to semantic change to let speakers refer to new or changed concepts in the surrounding world. In this work, we are interested in the latter type of linguistic evolution.
Diachronic linguistics (aka historical linguistics) is an area within modern linguistics that concerns itself with the process of language development over time and, in particular, with questions why and how languages change and in which way these changes spread across spatio-temporal dimension [I] . It is often compared with synchronic linguistics which, in contrast, studies the state of the language at given time, commonly, at present time. Both subfields are in close relationship with each other.
Careful studies carried within diachronic linguistics resulted in the wealth of knowledge about the histories of words. However, the large sizes of vocabularies of many languages (in the range of tens of or even hundreds of thousands of words) and different meanings of individual words make this work far from complete. In general, due to the long neglect of semantics -the science of meaningwithin the linguistics, still, there is no clear conception of exact principles governing the meaning change in language [1, 24] .
So far three general theories have been proposed to explain the reasons behind the actuation of linguistic phenomena: fu nctional, evolution. We focus on lexical change.
psycholinguistic and sociolinguistic explanations. The first one assumes that language has natural tendency to "regulate itself' and thus becomes more regulated, symmetrical and simpler over time.
One example is the observed avoidance of homonymic clash -a situation when two homonyms, words with same form but different meaning, exist at the same time. On the other hand, the psycholinguistic explanation associates the language change with the cognitive processes occurring in the brain of a speaker, which is affected by memory limitations or processing procedures. Finally, the sociolinguistic theory [12, 14] explains the changes in the meaning of used words by the social circumstances and their variations over time. For example, social context and the formality of situations are well-known to affect the way in which speakers express their thoughts.
Computational Approaches
Recently, there has been growing interest in applications of language technology for cultural heritage and humanities. Michel et al. [18] introduced culturonomics -the study of cultural and historical phenomena based on large textual data. The authors demonstrated rising or falling frequencies of selected words that allow to reason about higher level cultural or abstract changes occurring in society. For example, they contrasted the popularity plots of word "men" vs. the one of "women" to provide evidence for the increasing social role and emancipation of women in recent decades. The objective of our work is fundamentally different as we seek to study the evolution of word meaning by investigating its context across time. We are also more interested in studies of the contextual neighborhood of words as seen from etymological perspective, rather than in their popularity measured by the differences in word frequency over time. Odijk et al. [22] demonstrated interactive environment that visualizes information on volume and correlation of words and documents across time. Like [18] their focus is leaning more towards understanding historical and social aspects rather than the evolution of word semantics. Also, their proposal does not incorporate across-time sentiment analysis, comparative word analysis or different word representations that we utilize.
Other works do not directly assume the objective of explaining semantic evolution at the word level yet are to certain extent related to our research. Mihalcea and Nastase [19] proposed to identify epoch to which a given word belongs. They automatically classified a word to any of the three epochs in the past based on word's context. Gerow and Ahmad [8] reported trends in language which manifest at the token, part-of-speech and grammatical levels based on the corpus of NIPS conference papers, while Mair et al. [17] studied short term diachronic shifts in part-of speech frequencies.
Tahmasebi et al. [25] introduced NEER, an unsupervised method for the named entity evolution recognition that is independent of external knowledge sources. Their goal is to automatically find different lexical names for the same given entity. For example, Hillary Clinton should be matched with Hillary Rodham and Pope Benedict XVI would correspond to Joseph Ratzinger as terms that mean the same thing at different points in time.
Jatowt and Tanaka [13] studied language change fTom the macroscopic viewpoint. They emphasized the rich-get-richer effect in word popularity over time which means that highly frequent words tend to remain frequent over time.
Regarding the sentiment analysis part, the concept of estimating positive or negative polarity of words has been around for some time [15, 20, 26] . However, the previous works focused mainly on synchronic analysis [15, 26] while we apply it for the diachronic scenario. Mohammad [20] presented an emotion analyzer for studying sentiment in fairy tales and novels. He proved that fairy tales have a much wider range of emotion word densities than novels using the proposed emotion density measure inside texts.
The entity's emotion associations are derived from their co occurring words. The author also demonstrated the percentage of fear, joy and anger related words that appear over time in association with some selected words.
DATA AND PREPROCESSING
1 Datasets
We have used Google sum, but this straightforward decade-level view is advantageous for our objective, as it is intuitive and is also detailed enough to capture any long term changes while removing short term fluctuations that quickly fade away (e. g. , ones driven by short-lived events).
Our study was supplemented by much smaller corpus: Corpus of Historical American English5 (COHA) [5] , which is a balanced diachronic corpus compiled over diverse document genres. COHA contains over 400M words. They were collected from about 107K documents which were published from 1810s to 2000s and are available in the form of n-grams. In this study we used 4-grams dataset. The documents used for COHA were carefully selected by maintaining the fixed ratio of different genres throughout different decades following the Library of Congress classification 6 .
According to the CORA's creators, the corpus is 99.85% accurate, which means, on average, there is one error for about every 500-1000 words [5] . COHA dataset provides the frequency of each ngram for every decade.
We emphasize that both datasets are substantially different. Google N-gram dataset has been compiled using books digitized within the Google Books initiative. In contrast, CORA contains carefully selected prose texts and it is characterized by a relatively stable rate of different document genres across decades. However, many rare words are not present in CORA making it useful only for the analysis of relatively common terms. On the other hand, Google Books 5-gram dataset is more flexible in this regard as well as more reliable given its size. Thus in this paper we mainly base our analysis on Google Books 5-gram dataset and we occasionally verify the results by comparison with ones obtained from COHA.
The further preprocessing steps for both datasets involved converting words to lower cases and removing digits and other non word tokens. We also discarded stop words based on the stop word list provided by Natural Language Processing Toolkit 7 (NL TK).
The choice of stop words needs to be done carefully due to time passage8. The NLTK stop word list is convenient as it is minimal (127 words) and contains words that have the highest or very high across-decade frequencies within the study period we focus at.
Word Representation
Word representation lies at the heart of any lexical semantics work.
We adopt here a distributional semantics view, where each word is represented by its usage context, that is, its neighboring words in the n-gram datasets. Distributional semantics is best portrayed by a well-known saying attributed to J. Firth [7] : "You shall know a word by the company it keeps". In our implementation we compute a vector representation di [W] information, which may be useful in the absence of part-of-speech or syntax information. Note that syntactical annotations of the datasets are available now [9] and we hope to incorporate these in our word representations in future work.
Figure 1 Possible index positions (in red) of a context word a in 5-gram. We assume w is a target (query) word.
LSA Based Representation
The last vector representation, LSA based representation, is based on Latent Semantic Analysis [6] . The motivation for LSA is to 
FRAMEWORK
In this section, we describe in detail our methods for discovering semantic change at three different levels. First, we capture semantic change of a single word through context comparison across decades (Section 4.1). Then, we extend this to find evolution of similarities between contrasting pairs of words (Section 4.2). Finally, we show how to discover changes in sentiment orientation (Section 4.3), which is one of the main ways in which words change. While each method is independent, they are coordinated by time, and, together, they offer an informed visualization of word evolution for the user to support etymological analytics.
We complement the discussion of the proposed methods with analysis results of example words whose semantic evolution is well-known. Most of the words shown in the case studies have been manually picked up from the Oxfo rd Dictionary of Word Origins [4] , while the rest were collected from the Online Etymological Dictionary [10] . We selected the words that underwent significant meaning changes within the period of our study. The results that we show have been obtained using Kyoto University Supercomputer9 -a parallel processor (MPP) system connected through a high speed network to 940 nodes with 32 cores and 64GB memory per node. It can deliver calculation performance of 300 teraflops and a memory capacity of 59TB. 
Case Study
As we mentioned before, words that have similar usage in different decades should have vector representations that are close by. On the top-left hand side of Figure 3 we can see the similarity curve computed for the example word "god" on Google Books 5-gram corpus. Clearly, the context of this word is almost same across decades. This conclusion is supported by the evidence in the form of the representative words for each decade (see the top-right hand side of Figure 3) . The way to find these words will be described later. We suspect that the relatively high stability of this word's usage over time comes from many religious texts such as prayers or various editions of the Bible that kept their form more or less unchanged across decades. Additional evidence for this conclusion comes from nearly identical values of the similarity plots for both the normal and positional representations which indicate that the positions and order of words remained relatively stable over time. On the other hand, looking at the example of the evolution of the word "gay" we can see the sudden increase in the similarity curve that occurred about three or four decades ago (see Figure 4 ). This is in accordance to the etymological explanation of the word "gay", which before used to mean: " ... 'excellent person, noble lady, gallant knight,' also 'something gay or bright; an ornament or badge"' ... "Gay as a noun meaning 'a (usually male) homosexual' is attested from 1971 ... " [10] .
Indeed, looking at the associated words we can recognize that the current meaning of homosexuality came around 1970s or 1980s.
Another interesting observation is the steady appearance of word "lussac" until 1960s. It refers to the French Chemist called Gay
Lussac 11 who lived from 1778 to 1850. around the world [4] . It also represented "any movement to propagate some practice or ideology" [10] . We show its similarity plot and the representative words in Figure 5 . Figure 5 Past-present similarity plot (left) and the top words (right) for "propaganda" using Google Books 5-gram datasets.
Change Explanation
The representative words shown in In Figure 6 we show top context words for two examples of target words, "toilet" and "mouse". The first one meant a table used for face and hair arrangement for ladies around 19th century as well as the activity of getting oneself ready for a day [4, 10] . Around the beginning of the last century, however, the word toilet started to assume the meaning of dressing room to later denote the bathroom.
Looking at the terms returned for the word "mouse" we can understand that the meaning of animal was the likely meaning for most of the time within the last two centuries. The recent meaning of a computer mouse can be inferred through the words like "button", "click", "left" and "pointer". The words "cells" and "brain" are likely due to the common practice of using mice in laboratory experiments.
We propose treating the word lists as evidence for supporting the analysis and understanding of etymology-related statistics such as the past-present similarity plots introduced in the previous section.
At the same time they constitute discovery tool for finding new word meanings and types of usage. table  lost  1820s  country city   1830s  duties  table  his  1830s  white  country  trap   1840s  table  he,  completed  1840s  field  country  white   1850s  table  make  he'  1850s  country white  field   1860s  table  made  make  1860s  country trap  field   1870s  table  made  make  1870s  country field  trap   1880s  table  made  make  1880s  country trap  field   1890s  table  made  make  1890s  trap  country  field   1900s  table  made  articles  1900s  trap  country  white   1910s  rooms  articles  table  1910s  trap  country  mouse   1920s  articles table  rooms  1920s  trap  field  white   1930s  articles table  facilities 
Inter-decade Word Similarity
In Section 4. 1 we introduced a particular way of looking at word meaning evolution in which present context of the word is contrasted with its past contexts. Here we calculate the similarities of word context across all possible decades to generate more thorough visual representation of shifts in word meaning. Figure 7 and 8 show generated views for the example words "Halloween" Looking at Figure 8 we can see similar situation. There is contiguous area of high inter-decade similarity for the word "atomic" that covers period from 1940s to the last decade. As it is easy to guess "atomic" was started to be commonly used in the 
Evolution of Contrastive Word Pairs
Sometimes we wish to know how the similarity between two words changed over time. For example, it may be easier to understand the change in the meaning of one word by comparing it over time with other words that are supposed to have similar meanings. We thus propose comparing representations of two words in each decade. worda: Such an across-time word-word similarity calculation could be then another mechanism for better quantifying the actual meaning change of target words. For example, it is known that the word "nice" and "pleasant" become similar in meaning over time. "Nice"
is actually an extraordinary example of adjective as it had variety of meanings in distant past. The previous sense of "nice" was close to "foolish", "silly", "ignorant" or "cowardly", to become later to mean "strange", "rare" and "reserved" [4] . The sense of "agreeable", "delightful" was recorded from 1769 and the one of "kind", "thoughtful" from 1830 [10] . On the other hand the word "pleasant" maintained rather similar meaning over time [10] . On Similarly, it is known that the word "guy" become close in meaning to the one of "fellow" around the end of 19th century following the publication of popular book titled, "Guy Fawkes" by W. H.
Ainsworth in 1840s about the life of the historical character Guy
Fawkes [4, 10] . We can verify this fact when looking at Figure 11 . The other examples we show are for word pairs "propaganda" vs.
"information" in Figure 13 and "toilet" vs. "washroom" depicted in Figure 14 . They confirm our previous findings described in 
Sentiment Analysis over Time
Each word has certain sentiment value that can vary over time. Finally, we plot the average positive and negative scores of the context words in each decade as well as the total sentiment which is the difference of the negativity score and the positivity score at every decade. Figure 15 shows the sentiment plot for the word "aggressive" which is known to become less negative in recent times than in the past.
As stated in [12] : " .. .In more recent times, the steady amelioration of ambitious and aggressive reveals a change in attitude towards those who seek advancement or 'success' in a highly competitive fashion .... " Indeed, the amelioration process of this word becomes evident when looking at decreasing value of the negativity curve. To obtain more insight into the change of the meaning of "aggressive" we show in Figure 16 the top representative words taken from Google Books 5-gram (left-hand side) and from COHA (right-hand side). We can notice that the usage of "aggressive" has become more common in positive situations as indicated by the appearance of words "policy", "growth", "fund" or "campaign" and disappearance of words like "tyranny", "war", "warlike" or "hostilities". We then provide more evidence by also showing in Figure 17 the similarity plot between "active" and "aggressive" as derived from Google Books 5-gram corpus. The similarity curve has the largest increase more or less around the same time when the decrease in negativity occurs as it could be seen in Figure 15 . As the next example, Figure 18 shows the sentiment plot for the word "propaganda". We can observe the pejoration process starting from the beginning of the last century which correlates with its meaning change as evidenced by Figure 5 . As the last example we show in Figure 19 the results for the word "fatal" that meant "determined by fate" in the past; however, it has been recently used to mean "causing death" [10] . We observe indeed the gradual increase in the negative sentiment of this word.
When we contrast the plot in Figure 19 with the top representative terms (see Figure 20) we notice the appearance of words that reveal clue expressions for this change such as "fatal disease", "fatal error", "fatal shooting" or "fatal mistake" over the last century. 
DISCUSSION
In this section we provide general discussion of important features characterizing our approach, we outline possible paths of further extensions and also list shortcomings of this work.
1 General Aspects and Future Directions
Usefulness
We believe that the results of word evolutionary analysis could aid in verifying hypotheses posted by linguists, anthropologists or other researchers. Although etymological dictionaries already exist, they often only refer to selected words as well as they may inform about only the first recorded meaning of words rather than providing the whole and detailed spectrum of word evolution. Thus automatic analysis should offer advantage here, too, as returning more complete and comprehensive information. For instance, it should be also possible to automatically recommend words with particular types of temporal changes so as they could be later manually analysed.
Mu lti-view Framework
Since available data for certain time periods can be sparse and also precisely tracking something as vague as the evolution of word meaning is inherently difficult, we need different kinds of evidence to be able to reach any judgments. Thus we use several pieces of information together in a framework that helps with "assembling the puzzles". Corroborating results across different approaches, albeit simple ones, is necessary for the kind of data we operate on.
Our framework advocates exploration of word semantic change at the lexical level, at the contrastive-pair level, and at the sentiment orientation level. Also, the three kinds of word representation are used to capture as much information about word context as possible (frequency, position and relation to other words). Although the plot shapes for these three representations can be similar, their relative values may differ depending on target words and time periods. For example, for "propaganda" (Fig. 5 ) the normal and positional representations yield closely spaced plots (less than 25% value difference between both plots), while for the word "gay" (Fig. 4) we observe significant differences (over 100% value difference).
This suggests the contextual words used in the former case were generally appearing at same positions with respect to the target word, while for the latter the word positions changed much providing more confirmation towards the conclusion of the strong meaning change of "gay".
Cross-corpora Comparison
To better assist users in inferring conclusions on word evolution we propose synchronizing results from two corpora that have different characteristics. We note that such comparative analysis could be also interesting when two or more languages are compared.
Actually, the so-called transition problem [27] French. This would be useful for finding cases where words have been borrowed from another language. In fact the inter-language word borrowing is one of key drivers of the language evolution [14, 24] (consider numerous loan words that migrated from French to English such as "entrepreneur" or "rendezvous"). We emphasize that our methodology is language-independent and can be applied to different languages with only minor tweaks.
Concept Level Analysis.
The current approach could be also extended to the concept-level investigation. The problem of studying the concept evolution is more difficult than the analysis of single word's etymology.
However, it would more accurately reflect the rise and fall of the popularity of entire concepts over time and the fluctuations of their actual meanings. Thus the study of the temporality and dynamics of language should not be limited to independent words only. For example, to accurately portray the history and the evolution of the concept "car" one could track not only the changes in the usage of the term "car" itself but also ones in its synonyms (e. g. , "auto", "automobile", "vehicle") as well as one could incorporate semantic changes of other related or contrastive concepts (e. g. , "cart", "bicycle", "train", "highway", "wheel", "motor"). In this process any known semantic interrelations between words should be considered (e.g. , meronymy, anotonymy, etc.). Similarly, to properly reflect the popularity of the concept, "programming languages", and its meaning over time we could combine temporal characteristics of words referring to each individual programming language.
Limitations
It is quite good that the proposed framework is giving interesting results despite being relatively simple. For a large scale datasets that we use simple approaches seem to be currently the best option.
Below we list the limitations of the current approach.
Different Word Me anings
Although we are able to track changes in dominant meaning of a term, it is still not possible to quantify the strength of the entire spectrum of meanings the word associates with at any given decade.
Thus the framework cannot inform exactly to what extent each particular meaning of a word existed at a certain time point.
Subtle semantic changes. One of the issues that we noticed when closely analysing the results is related to the change from one meaning to a similar one (e. g. , "corn" used to mean grain and wheat to be later used for referring to maize [10] ). This kind of subtle changes may be difficult to detect due to relatively coarse representation of word meaning.
Spelling Variations.
We note that we did not care about spelling variations in this work. 
Semantic Change a/ Context Words
Another issue that we discuss here is related to the semantic change of the context words. We have already mentioned it briefly in the section on the sentiment analysis. With the current method we essentially assume stationary character of the context semantics. A future extension of the current approach should however consider the semantic change of its context words instead of blindly treating them as static across time. This would necessarily result in a recursive problem of the meaning evolution that is not trivial, especially given the large size of data.
Rare Words
An obvious problem that should be mentioned relates to rare words for which there may not be enough context data available in certain time, especially, when the word was not commonly used.
Combining data from different corpora could help to some extent.
CONCLUSIONS
"Every word has its own history." This motto has driven much of our research. Each word is different, and it has been challenging for the historical linguistics community to formulate wide encompassing generalizations about lexical change [1, 24] . We believe that the computational methods based on large diachronic corpora have significant potential to automatically discover interesting phenomenon for further manual studies.
Our contribution here is a visual analytics framework for discovering and visualizing lexical change at three different levels-individual words, word pairs, and sentiment orientation.
We demonstrate several algorithms for finding and understanding the meaning change over time based on the Google Books corpus, which is the largest available historical dataset and on more balanced COHA corpus. We then corroborate the findings with the state-of-the-art etymological knowledge showing that the automatic analysis could assist in manual explorations.
Besides the already mentioned future work, we plan to carry more extensive quantitative analysis. The first step is to prepare a labelled test set so that we can make rigorous comparisons and infer quantitative conclusions. Based on the current work, we also seek to build an online service with a rich web interface allowing insightful queries over massive historical textual data. The planned service should foster linguistics studies and allow general public to inquire about evolution of interesting concepts and to appreciate the richness of their language. The final step is to study deeper the actuation problem [27] behind semantic changes to detect not only the meaning transitions themselves but also their reasons and any underlying forces that triggered them. 
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